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ICC Survey Report 
Presented by Inter Club Council 
 

Survey Pool:  

52 people filled out the survey.  

34 people are designated ICC Reps, including ICC Rep/VP or ICC Rep/Treasurer.  

18 other officers include 9 presidents and 5 treasurers.  

 

For question 3: What do you think is unnecessary in the ICC meeting? 

43 people responded to this question.  

17 people think inactive club is an unnecessary section.  

16 people think club on trial is an unnecessary section.  

15 people think other clubs’ constitution change is an unnecessary section.  

14 people think active club is an unnecessary section.  

9 people think club on probation is an unnecessary section.  

8 people think officer report is an unnecessary section.  

7 Account balance is an unnecessary section.  

Number on other items are not significant.  

What do 34 ICC Reps think most unnecessary? 

11 people think Inactive club is an unnecessary section. 

9 people think Club on Trial is an unnecessary section. 

8 people think active clubs is an unnecessary section. 

8 people think other clubs’ constitution change is an unnecessary section. 

7 people think club on probation is an unnecessary section. 

Number on other items are not significant. 

Other Suggestions: N/A 
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For question 4: What do you want to add on for the ICC meetings? 

48 people responded to this question.  

26 people like the idea of introducing how to request money/earn money for the club. 

21 people like the idea of Introduction of different on-campus programs to co-sponsor with 

clubs  

21 people like the idea of talking about Cooperation between clubs to co-host events. 

Number on other items are not significant. 

What idea gets most preference from 34 ICC Reps? 

16 people like the idea of introducing how to request money/earn money for the club. 

15 people like the idea of talking about Cooperation between clubs to co-host events. 

12 people like the idea of having club management/leadership training/presentations. 

10 people like the idea of introducing how to spend money from the club account. 

10 people like the idea of Introduction of different on-campus programs to co-sponsor with 

clubs. 

Number on other items are not significant. 

For 9 presidents,  

6 people like the idea of Introduction of different on-campus programs to co-sponsor with 

clubs. 

5 people like the idea of introducing how to request money/earn money for the club. 

Suggestions from clubs for what to do in the ICC Meeting:  

1. Getting to know one club each week 

2. Spring dance 

3. More bonding events among clubs 

4. Open Forum to talk about ICC stuff 

5. How to request/earn/spend money at the beginning of the quarter 
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Special Suggestions: 

1. Recently there has been a feeling a lack of communication/engagement between clubs 

and ICC. Due to this, it almost feels like that we as clubs are not having our grievances 

heard out and our ideas being pushed aside. The purpose of ICC meetings has mainly 

been at a means to release information rather than a conversation between clubs and 

ICC.  

2. The club need to be notified for probation, then the clubs should get their own email. 

3. Spring Dance 

4. I think it is not really crucial to have ICC meeting every week. Maybe once 2 weeks is 

good.  

5. Be prepared for meetings to begin and end on time. Also change the sitting 

arrangements and provide free snacks. 

6. Meetings not every week 

7. Can we make ICC meeting twice a week? 

8. Get organized 

9. Not make ICC Club meeting every week and let/make it more flexible to send other 

than ICC rep to ICC meeting 

10. Spending more time on the activities that college allows clubs to do 

11. Perfect attendance awards should be divided among all clubs with perfect attendance 

rather than via drawing 

12. Online event calendar with link to contact club sponsoring event-so students can sign-

up to volunteer/attend other events outside of icc meetings (some people cannot make 

Wed @1:30pm) 

13. Specify info about events 

 


